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This article discj.rsses a six weeks institute geared to improving teaching in

C=1 Junior and Community Colleges. Twenty-five instructors from eleven different

1.1.4
Junior/Community Colleges participated in the program offered at Texas AO University.

Their major subject matter areas included history, bjology, mathematics, English, so-

ciology, industrial arts, psychology, music, business, zoology, speech/drama,

and health and physical education. They had an average of 5.08 yearS of experience,

in teaching at the college level; and, one had an earned doctorate while the

remaining twenty-fair had at least a ma r's degree.

Each college instructor received fifteen contact hours Of skill training in

Flanders Interaction Analysis (FIA). t*IA is a ten category observation system

developed by Dr. Ned A. Flanders and his associates so any verbal statement made

in a classroom bytan instructor or a student could be identified with One of the

ten categories. A trained observer during each three second period of time

decides which category best represents the verbal interaction taking place and .

writes down the numeral for that category while observing the net three second

period of time. This results in a series of numerals beiiig written in sequence

and preserves the order in which the behavior occured, The ten categories,of

Flanders Interaction Analysis with a brief description of each appear on the

next page.

,

,If one 'accepts _tile idea that teaching involves at least to some extent the

reciprocals6omm ication between two or more people (one being referred to as th

instructor), then we ave a system (FIA) we can use to stud 'one aspect of
7.



SUMMARY OF HANDERS'

CATEGORIES FO1 INTERACTION ANALYSIS

w

w
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1. * ACCEPTS FEELING: apcepts and clarifies the feeling tone of the .

stgdents in a nonthLeatening manner. Feelings may be positive

or negative. Predicting or recalling feWings is included.

2. * PRAISES OR ENCOURA GES: praises or encourage studmitAction or
behavior. Jokes that re)ease tension, but not at the expense
of another individual: nodding head, or saying "um hm?" or "go.

on" are included.

3. * ACCEPTS OR USES IDE S OF STUDENTS-. clarifying, building, or

deyeloping ideas su gested by a student. As teacher brings

more of his own ideas into play, shift to Category 5.

4. * ASKS QUESTIONS: asking a question about content or prodedure with
the intent that a student answer. . I

. ,./ i

5. * LECTURING: giving'facts or opinions about content or procedures;
expressing his own ideas, asking rhetorical questions.

6. GIVING DIRECTIONS:. directions, commands, or orders with which-a

udent is expected to comply.

7. * 'CRI1,7,,ING OR JUSTIFYING AUTHORITY: statements intended to change

student Sehaviorlrom nonacceptable to acceptable pattern; bawling
someone out; stating why the teacher is doing what he is doing;

extreme self-reference..

* STUDENT TALK-RESPONSE: talk by students in responA to teacher.
Teacher initiates the contact or solicits student statement.

c * STUDENT TALK-INITIATION: talk by.students, which they initiate.
If,"calling on" student is only to indicate who may talk next,,

E
use this category.m

ul
10. * SILENCE OR CONFUSION: pauses, shbrt periods of silence, and

periods of confusion in which communication cannot be Understood
by the observer.

observer must decide whether student wanted td? talk. If he did,

* 'There is NO scale implied by these numbers. Each number is classificaOrY;
it designates a particular kind of communication event. To write these

numbers down during observation is to enumerate--nrpt to judge a position on

a scale.
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teacher variables (verbal interaction with students): There is some evidence

that people trained to analyze this phase of instruction also change their own

verbal behavior.
1

Microteaching was another major activity ,for thgJunior/Commity College

instructors. The participants engaged in microteac experiences concentrating

on skills of fluency in asking questions, reinfwicement, p g questions, and

various higher order questions. First, a videotaped protocal along-w,ith!Ytyped

script was presented to the participants for each of the skill areas. Inhe

microteaching laboratory, each participant taught.,a lesson using his or her own

subject specialty for content while focusing upon one of the specific skills;

e.g., probing questions. Each lesson was videotaped, played back over a T.V.

monitor, and critiqued for the particift.

The procedure f focusing on one technical teaching skill during micro-

teaching has been qpite successful according to various reports involving the

practice.2 ,These icaled-down lessons of five-to-ten minutes in length involving

.only three or four students enables the instructor to concentrate on a s ecific

teaching skill -away from the usual classroom setting where he normally cp*onts /

fifty to three'hund ed ftudents. HOWever, microteaching is not'make believe':

the'profesor really teaches, and't e three .or four students really learn. The

lesson is short only because the teacher is required to focus on specific skills

for 'analysis.

Other activities included audio-tutorial programs, multiple-choice test

construction and test-item analysis, independent listening, assigned readings,

behavioral objectivei, brainstorming, buzz groups, small group discussions,

and simulation. On She last day of the concentrated six weeks phase of the

program, a Likert scale evaluation form was completed by each of the participants.

1
Interaction Analysis: Selected Papers, Wash., D.C.' : Association of Teacher

Eduators and ERIC Clearinghouse on- Teacher Education, ATE Research BulleLin,

No. 10, 1971
2
Microteachinq: Definition and Overview, Washington, D.C.: PREP, National Center for

Educational Communication, U:S. office pif Education (undated).



They were to respond to the items using the following scale: 5: strongly agree,

4: agree, 3: neither agree nor disagree, 2: disagree, 1: strongly disagree.

The responge to the item "the institute was worthwhile" revealed a mean of

4.62 with 62% marking 'strongly agree'. The response to "microteaching was

worthwhile" revealed a mean of 4.66 with 72% marking 'strongly agree'. 'The

sessions on test construction were worthwhile" received a Mean of 4.33 with 36%

marking 'strongly agree'.

Another aspect of the program involved the use of a Delphi process which

specifies repeated measurement and controlled feedback. The first rend of the

survey was conducted on the opening day of the six weeks institute. The median

recorded fo'r each teaching technique was

institute the participants were iilformed

technique, and provided another opportuni

second round responses were again tabula

for the third round in November when the

computed and on the last day of the

of their old answer, the median fol.. each

ty to express their oelinfbns. These

ed and the above procedure was repeated

,participants were back at their Junior/

Community Colleges. The Likert scale fir the.Delphi process was: 5: very

effective, 4: effective, 3: neither of ective nor ineffective, 2: ineffective,

The most effective teaching techniq es for "Juni6r/Community College settings

";

revealed ply the Delphi technique (mean s or s of ;AO or higher) involved the

following: lecture with visual aides, d nstrations, small group discUssion ,

seminars, assigned readings, individual rojects, behavioral objectives, reinforce-
.

1 very ineffective.

ment, various questioning strategies, au -tutorial units, interaction analysis,.
1

/'

and cognitive tasks (concept development, interpreting data, and applying principles).

Another phase, incorporated a Likert scale'survey which asked the participants to

i8entify those aspects of the program th t enhanced the ing of minority stu-

dents. The most effective (mean scores if 4.0 or inOlved: reinforcement,



interaction analysis, behavioral objective k, demonstration, audio-tutorial units,

lecture with visual aides, and various questioning strategies.

The final phase of the program involvedfollow-up visits to each participant's

college and jnterviews with immediate super.visors. The follow-up visits confirmed

much of the earlier feedback. Participants provided information related to im-

plementing aspects of the program; e.g., improved construction of instructor-made

examinations, audio-tutorial units, seminar techniques, behavioral objectives,

interaction analysis; microteaching.

The participant's immediate supee4ior was asked to respond to the following

qu stion: "Did the Junior/Community College Institute have a favorable impact

upo the participant(s) identified with your department?" The following Likert

scal was used for the data: 5: very strong, 4: strong, 3: satisfactory,

2: weak, 1: very weak. The mean response was 4.48 with 52% of the supervisors

markinlg the "very strong" category.

The data collected throughout the total program appear to support the 'con-

clusion that the training received by the participants contributed to changes in

their attitudes, opinions, and behavior related to effectiveness in teaching.
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